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The Fenestronr has a crucial antitorque function and its sizing is a key
point of the Helicopter design, especially regarding thrust and power
predictions. This paper reports the investigations done on a full scale
Dauphin Fenestronr . The objectives are, ¦rst, to evaluate the in§uence
of some numerical parameters on the performance of the Fenestronr ; and
then, the §ow is analyzed for a high incidence pitch, for which the rotor
blade can experience massive boundary layer separations. Simulations
are carried out on a single blade passage model. Several parameters
are benched such as grid quality, numerical schemes, and turbulence
modeling. A comparison with test bench measurements is carried out
to evaluate the capability of the numerical simulations to predict both
global performance (thrust and power) and local §ows (static pressure at
the shroud and radial pro¦les inside the vein). The analysis demonstrates
the capability of numerical simulations to accurately estimate the global
performance of the Fenestronr , including at high pitch angles. However,
some discrepancies remain on the local §ow, especially in the vicinity of
the rotor shroud. A more detailed analysis of the local §ow is performed
at a blade pitch angle of 35◦ , with a particular interest for the blade tip
region.
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3
Fenestronr power coe©cient, FP/(ρπR2 Vtip
)
r
2 2
Fenestron thrust coe©cient, FT/(ρπR Vtip )
2
Pressure coe©cient, (p − p∞ )/(0.5ρVtip
)
Fenestronr power, kW
Fenestronr thrust, DaN
Radial position in the vein, m
Height of the vein, m
Normalized radial position
Turbulence kinetic energy, m2 /s2
Mass §ow, kg/s
Static pressure, Pa
Ambient pressure, Pa
Shroud radius, m
Blade tip velocity, RŸ, m/s
Axial velocity, m/s
Nondimensional wall distance
Rate of turbulence kinetic energy dissipation, m2 /s3
Density, kg/m3
Frequency of turbulence kinetic energy, s−1
Rotation speed

INTRODUCTION

The Fenestronr was developed by the engineering department of Sud-Aviation
(Airbus Helicopters) in 1970£s [1,2] as an alternative solution to the conventional
tail rotor. The principal function of the Fenestronr is to generate a thrust to
counterbalance the torque of the main rotor. Improvements, in terms of safety
and noise, for light-to-medium helicopters, have made it a trademark for Airbus
Helicopters. The system is composed of a shrouded rotor and topped with a large
vertical ¦n [3], as described in Fig. 1. The shroud includes a collector with
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rounded lips, a cylindrical zone at the
blade passage, and a conical di¨user.
The gearbox (hub) is supported by
three arms or a stator row and fairs
systems which provide power to the
rotor and control the blade pitch angle. The rotor pitch monitors the
rotor thrust of the Fenestronr . In
hover §ight, the rotor leads the §ow
from the collector to the di¨user
which creates the shroud e¨ort. The Figure 1 Overview of the Fenestronr
thrust of the Fenestronr is thus com- principle
posed by the shroud and the rotor
thrusts.
The sizing of the Fenestronr is still a challenge due to the complexity of the
§ow. The internal §ow of the Fenestronr is three-dimensional (3D), turbulent
and, unsteady due to the interactions between ¦xed (shroud-stator) and rotating parts (rotor). Like in most turbomachines, secondary §ows also exist in the
Fenestronr , such as the tip leakage §ow induced by the clearance between the
rotor and the shroud. As a consequence, the analysis of the §ow in realistic
industrial con¦gurations remains very di©cult, even in a wind tunnel environment. Supported by experimental campaigns [16], a better understanding of
the §ow physics in these systems can be expected thanks to recent progresses in
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD).
Several numerical approaches have been proposed in the literature to represent the §ow in Fenestronr con¦gurations. For example, the use of a twodimensional (2D) axisymmetric model has been carried out on the Dauphin
helicopter in hover §ight, showing good agreement with the measurements [3].
However, this approach can be used only for axial §ight conditions and 3D effects, such as blade tip vortices, are not represented. Another way to model
the §ow in the Fenestronr consists in solving NavierStokes equations on a 2Daxisymmetric shroud and by modeling the fan as a fully coupled, time-averaged
momentum source term in the momentum equation [7]. While numerical predictions were in good agreement with measurements in the collector area, the
pressure distribution was not accurately estimated in the blade region [7]. Other
works reported in the literature suggest to use an approach based on a 3D geometry of the shroud [811]. The rotor is modeled by an actuator disk that uses the
momentum and blade element theory to estimate the rotor thrust corresponding to a single pitch. The major bene¦t of the model is the computational cost
reduction due to the rotor simpli¦cation. This approach allows computing the
Fenestronr performance in the whole §ight domain. However, this method does
not represent 3D e¨ects in the vicinity of the blade, such as tip clearance and
blade swirl. It usually results in an unrepresentative local §ow into the vein [11].
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To improve the quality of the numerical predictions for 3D §ows, the solution
is thus to consider the full 3D domain with rotating (rotor) and ¦xed (shroudhub-stator-¦n) parts [12, 13]. The advantages of this method are the accuracy
of the geometry and the possibility to perform all §ight conditions. Unfortunately, this process remains time consuming in terms of both mesh generation
and simulation time. To balance the simulation cost, it is possible to reduce
the whole domain to a single blade passage with spatial periodic conditions [14].
This approach has been validated in hover §ight on the EC135 geometry [13].
Despite the increase of the available computing power, only a few studies deal
with the validation of the numerical method for 3D §ows, as reported in [13].
The scope of this paper is thus to evaluate the in§uence of numerical parameters
(mesh, scheme, and turbulence) on the global performance and local §ows of the
Fenestronr in hover §ight.
To validate the method, numerical predictions are compared to bench test
measurements on a full-scale Dauphin Fenestronr [3]. The CFD approach is
based on the single blade passage proposed by Mouterde et al. in [14]. Since this
work focuses on the local §ow and interactions between the rotor and the shroud,
the stator is not modeled in order to simplify the geometry. The numerical
simulation of the §ow relies on a representation of the 3D §ow with a ReynoldsAveraged NavierStokes (RANS) approach (all turbulent scales are modeled).
The ¦rst part of the paper details the experimental test case and computational
setup. Then, the second part of the study proposes an evaluation of the meshing
strategies. The Chimera technique is compared to a fully coincident meshing
approach. For the Chimera technique, an evaluation of the meshing re¦nement
is conducted. The third part of the paper proposes to evaluate the in§uence of
numerical schemes and turbulence modeling on the prediction of the Fenestronr
performance. The last part details an analysis of the §ow in the blade tip region.

2
2.1

STUDY CASE
Experimental Case

The test case investigated in this paper is the Dauphin Fenestronr investigated
by Morelli and Vuillet [3]. The experiments were carried out on a scale one
test bench in hover §ight. The measurements on the ducted rotor have been
done to compare di¨erent rotor and shroud con¦gurations. Among the di¨erent
con¦gurations described by Morelli and Vuillet [3], the reference case is chosen.
It is based on a rotor with 11 equally spaced blades and a hub supported by three
arms. A balance (with an accuracy of 1%) and a torque system (with an accuracy
of 0.5%) are used to measure thrust and power. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the local
§ow is evaluated by measuring the static pressure with 32 steady sensors located
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Figure 2 Locations of static pressure measurements at the shroud (from [3])
along the duct vein. The §ow is also characterized upstream (plane 1) and
downstream (planes 2 and 3) the rotor at several radial locations with a 5-hole
probe.

2.2

Computational Setup

The numerical simulations are performed with the code elsA developed by
ONERA [15]. This solver is a multidisciplinary code object-oriented, specialized
in both internal and external §ows. This code solves both Euler and Navier
Stokes equations. It is based on a cell-centered ¦nite volume formulation on
multiblock structured meshes. A wide panel of turbulence models and numerical
schemes is available. The study reported in this paper relies on a steady-state
RANS approach. Boundary layers are assumed to be fully turbulent due to the
large Reynolds number, based on the rotor chord (Re > 106 ). As reported in [16],
there are 4 main sources of errors when comparing numerical predictions with
experimental data:
(1) accuracy of the simulated geometry (and di©culty to represent small details
such as technological e¨ects);
(2) boundary conditions (e. g., isothermal or adiabatic walls, far-¦eld approximation);
(3) adequacy between the numerical scheme (spectral properties of the scheme)
and the mesh grid quality; and
(4) turbulence modeling (RANS, Large Eddy Simulation (LES), etc.).
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Figure 3 Chimera grid assembly
This work speci¦cally handles the two last sources of errors (discretization
and turbulence modeling errors). To do this, di¨erent meshing approaches, numerical schemes, and RANS-based turbulence models are benched and their
in§uence on the global performance and local §ows predictions are evaluated.
For all computations, a 3D single blade passage is chosen. Periodic conditions
are applied on the lateral faces of the domain. Far-¦eld boundary conditions are
used for the external boundaries of the domain. The size of the domain is 10R in
each direction (with R being the radius of the shroud of the Fenestronr ) around
the shroud geometry. Previous simulations have been run with a 20R2 box to
check that the size of the domain has no in§uence on local §ow and global performance predictions. Shroud, hub, and blade walls are represented with nonslip
boundary conditions. The rotor rotates around the Z-axis and the blade pitch
axis is de¦ned as the Y -axis as shown in Fig. 3.

3

MESHING STRATEGY FOR FENESTRONr ISSUES

For structured multiblock meshes, the main di©culty lies on the grid generation process around complex geometries. Concerning the Fenestronr , the blade
pitch variation [−10◦ ; +40◦ ] and the rotor tip clearance represent a considerable
challenge for the grid topology and the mesh quality.
First, in order to choose the correct meshing strategy, the coincident approach is compared to the Chimera method. The coincident approach is the
reference method to simulate with accuracy the geometry. Nevertheless, with
a variation of 50◦ of pitch angle, a given grid topology is not adapted for all
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blade pitches [13] (so, the meshing should be adapted to each blade pitch which
is not a¨ordable to describe the whole performance curve). The second meshing
strategy is the Chimera method [11,17]. The advantage of the Chimera approach
is to segregate the mesh generation of ¦xed and rotating parts. Nevertheless, the
overset method induces conservation losses through the interpolations between
meshes. Moreover, ¦xed and rotating cannot be fully encased without an overlapped grid or a gap between them. Then, the second part of the work proposes
an evaluation of the grid re¦nement for the Chimera method. The aim is to
compare four grid re¦nements to evaluate the in§uence on the performance of
the Fenestronr and on the rotor wake dissipation. All calculations presented
in this section are carried out with the two-equation turbulence model kω of
Kok [18] and a second-order centered numerical scheme [19]. The ¦rst study is
carried out on the M1 grid (see Table 1 in subsection 3.4) with 6 million grid
points.
3.1

Description of the Coincident Approach

Two strategies can be used for the meshing of the Fenestronr with a coincident
approach. On the one hand, D£Alascio et al. [13] generated the grid topology
for high pitches and encountered di©culties for low blade pitches. On the other
hand, the work reported in this paper proposes to mesh in the ¦rst instance

Figure 4

Two-dimensional view of the rotor grid for the coincident approach
at h/H = 0.85
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the low pitches and to adapt the grid topology for high pitch cases. An O-grid
topology is used for the shroud, hub, and blade geometries. An H-topology is
adopted for the blade tip area. The reference mesh is made of 156 blocks. The
size of the ¦rst cell is imposed to achieve a normalized wall distance around unity
(y + ∼ 1) which is mandatory to fully resolve boundary layers. The blade grid
at 50% of the span is presented in Fig. 4 for a pitch of 25◦ .
3.2

Description of the Chimera Approach

For the Fenestronr application, the Chimera method consists in separately generating the blade and the shroud-hub meshes thus permitting to easily set up
the pitch around the blade pitch axis, as shown in Fig. 3. The assembly of
the two meshes is realized by the application of overlapping boundary conditions and masking conditions for areas corresponding to a solid. For both
boundary conditions, the transfer of conservative and turbulent variables is
done through 3D nonconservative interpolations. The Alternative Digital Trees
(ADT) method [20] is used to solve the interpolation search cell procedure for
¦xed and rotating meshes. The second-order interpolation is chosen to improve
the accuracy of the interpolation with a particular care for grid consistence between the two meshes. An evaluation of the conservative losses inherent to the
Chimera technique is proposed in subsection 3.3. An encased problem is induced
by the Chimera approach, which results in a nonphysical root gap of
a size similar to the shroud gap.
The grid topology for the rotor
blade is based on a CH topology
around the blade pro¦le, as presented in Fig. 5. Blade extremities (tip and root) are discretized by
an H §uid volume topology. The
¦rst cell is set in order to obtain
y + ∼ 1 at wall. The whole blade
mesh contains 22 blocks, representing 1.5 · 106 cells. The background
mesh includes the shroud and the
Figure 5 Two-dimensional view of the ro- hub geometries. The grid generator grid with the Chimera approach at h/H tion is ¦rst done in two dimensions
and is then extruded in a periodic
= 0.85
3D mesh. An O-block is chosen for
the meshing of shroud and hub walls. The size of the ¦rst cell is also set
to y + ∼ 1. The whole background mesh is composed of 21 blocks and 4.5
×106 cells.
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3.3

Comparison of the Two Strategies

This part is dedicated to the comparison between the coincident approach and
the Chimera technique. It is ¦rst proposed to evaluate the conservative losses of
the Chimera method, as it is performed for turbomachinery [21]. To quantify the
losses induced by the overset method, the mass §ow di¨erence –Q is estimated
from plane 1 (upstream the rotor) to plane 3 (downstream the rotor) as
–Q =

Qp1 − Qp3
,
Qp1

with Q being the mass §ow. The mass §ow di¨erence is close to 1.0% for a grid
of 6 · 106 cells (grid M1). With the ¦nest grid (grid M3, 23 · 106 cells), the mass
§ow loss reduces to 0.1%.
Figure 6 compares the numerical predictions with the two strategies to the
measurements. The global thrust as well as the shroud and the rotor thrusts are
presented. According to the Froude theory [6], for both approaches, the total
thrust of the system is the result of half rotor and shroud thrust as also reported
in wind tunnel campaigns [4]. Until a blade rotor pitch of +30◦ , the numerical
predictions are not modi¦ed by the grid strategy. Then, from +30◦ to +40◦ , the
coincident approach overestimates the Fenestronr thrust compared to measurements. This is related to an overestimation of the rotor thrust contribution.
For analyzing the in§uence of the grid strategy on the local §ow, normalized
static pressure on the shroud for blade pitch +35◦ is presented in Fig. 7. In the
collector area, the static pressure distributions are equivalent for both strategies. It is coherent with the shroud polar curves observed in Fig. 6. With the

Figure 6 Comparison of the thrust coe©cient between Chimera technique (13), the
coincident approach (46), and measurements (7): 1 and 4 ¡ Fenestronr ; 2 and 5 ¡
Rotor; and 3 and 6 ¡ shroud
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Figure 7 Flow ¦eld for Chimera (a) and coincident (b) approaches for pitch 35◦

coincident approach, the static pressure distribution is a¨ected by the mesh discretization in the vicinity of the blade (see Fig. 7b). As a consequence, periodic
blade wakes more quickly dissipate compared to the Chimera approach due to
the low-quality grid in the region of the shroud.
For the Chimera approach, Fig. 8 points out the dissipation of the rotor wake
at the trailing edge due to the interpolation inherent to the method. With the
coincident approach, the wake is not dissipated but the resolution of the §ow
around the leading edge is in§uenced by the mesh quality.
To conclude, the Chimera approach is better adapted than the coincident
approach to describe the §ow in a large range of blade pitches. To overcome this
limitation, the coincident grid should be redesigned for each blade pitch which is
a costly task if automatic adaptive grid methods are not available. At this step,
the use of the Chimera approach is thus preferable.
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Figure 8 Axial velocity isocontours at h/H = 0.85 on Chimera (a) and coincident (b)
approaches

3.4

Analysis of Grid Re¦nement

The e¨ect of grid re¦nement is carried out for 4 di¨erent grids, from 4 · 106 cells
(grid M0) to 23 · 106 cells (grid M3) as shown in Table 1. All computations in
this section are performed with the two-equation turbulence model of Kok [18]
with the Shear Stress Transport (SST) correction and a second order centered
scheme [19].
Table 1 Mesh grid re¦nement
Mesh
Boundary layer (normal direction)
Vein (Z-axial direction)
Total mesh size (millions of points)

M0
(coarse)
73
82
4

M1
(reference)
109
123
6

M2
(intermediate)
205
255
12

M3
(¦ne)
313
395
23
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3.4.1 Global performance predictions
A comparison of the numerical predictions with the bench test is carried out in
Figs. 9a and 9b. The higher the pitch, the more the performance prediction is
sensitive to grid re¦nement. A coarse mesh overestimates the thrust at blade
pitches higher than +35◦ . A better grid re¦nement reduces the di¨erence with
the measurements.

Figure 9 In§uence on global and local performance of the grid re¦nement (1 ¡
grid M0; 2 ¡ grid M1; 3 ¡ grid M2; and 4 ¡ grid M3) to measurements [3] (5):
(a) Fenestronr CFT-CFP Polar; (b) Fenestronr CFT-Pitch Polar; (c) Pressure coef¦cient distribution on the shroud ¡ pitch +35◦ ; and (d ) axial velocity distribution in
the vein plane 2 ¡ pitch +35◦

3.4.2 Local performance predictions
The e¨ect of the re¦nement is analyzed for a high blade pitch of +35◦. Figure 9c
presents the pressure coe©cient distribution through the vein (from the collector
lip A to the di¨user lip D (see Fig. 2)). From point A to B, the upper collector
zone evolves in a low-pressure area where the suction peak is reached at the
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maximal curvature radius. This region of the shroud generates most of the
thrust. Then, in the blade region, from point B to C, the decrease of the
pressure is related to the presence of the blade tip vortices. This phenomenon
will be better described in section 5. Through the di¨user, from point C to D,
the pressure returns to the ambient static pressure value.
For all mesh re¦nements, numerical results and tests follow the same trend.
The pressure on the collector is more sensitive to grid re¦nement than the rest
of the §ow. Only re¦nements above grid M1 are in good agreement with the
measurements. The numerical simulations with grids M2 and M3 predict a stagnation zone at the end of the collector and before the blade passage. On the
di¨user area, the solution is sensitive to the junction of the blade with the diffuser.
The grid re¦nement has also an in§uence on the pressure peak.
Figure 9d shows the radial pro¦le of the axial velocity, extracted from plane 2,
as a function of the radial position in the duct. Blade velocity distributions are

Figure 10 Numerical comparison of axial velocity isocontours with h/H = 0.85
between coarsed (a, M1) and re¦nement (b, M3) meshes
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obtained using an azimuthal mass §ow averaging. Three zones are underlined.
The ¦rst zone, from h/H = 0 to 0.05, corresponds to the blade root region
which is in§uenced by the nonphysical root leakage §ow. The second one is the
¤linear zone¥ of the rotor, from h/H = 0.05 to 0.9. The third area h/H = 0.9
to 1, highlights the e¨ect of blade tip vortices. In the linear zone, numerical
predictions follow the same trend as the measurements. The axial velocity is
overestimated at both the shroud and the root. In the blade tip region, axial
velocity is overpredicted by 20% for the grid M0 to 30% for the grid M3. This
observation is correlated with the suction peak that is discussed in section 5.
3.4.3 E¨ect on the rotor wake
Figure 10 presents the axial velocity at h/H = 0.85 for the M1 and M3 grids
at pitch +35◦ (the solution of the blade grid is overlapped on the background
grid) in order to show the wake dissipation. As expected, the wake dissipation
is reduced with the ¦nest grid (M3). This observation is in agreement with
conservatives losses described in subsection 3.3.
Therefore, to preserve the rotor wake, the mesh of the shroud (which is
connected to the rotor grid through Chimera interpolations) should be re¦ned
by a factor 3 (compared to the coincident grid) in the radial direction.

4
4.1

NUMERICAL PARAMETERS
In§uence of the Numerical Scheme

To complete the grid re¦nement study, the in§uence of the numerical scheme is
estimated. Three classical numerical schemes are tested. The second-order centered scheme of Jameson, Schmidt, and Turkel (JST) [19] is compared with the
second-order Advection Upstream Splitting Method Preconditioned
(AUSMP) [22] and the third-order scheme of Roe [23]. To stabilize the JST
scheme, an arti¦cial viscosity term is added with a scalar arti¦cial viscosity. The
linear fourth-order dissipation term k4 is set to 0.016. All simulations presented
in this section are conducted on grid M1 with the two-equation turbulence model
of Kok [18]. Figure 11a shows the convergence of the numerical solution for the
three schemes. The residual decreases by three orders of magnitude which is
su©cient to consider that the convergence is achieved.
4.1.1 Global performance predictions
The numerical power prediction is compared to experimental data in Fig. 11b.
For a high level of thrust, the increase of the scheme order improves the power
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Figure 11 Numerical comparison of convective scheme for reference mesh: 1 ¡ JST
2nd order; 2 ¡ AUSMP 2nd order; 3 ¡ Roe 3nd order; 4 ¡ experiments; (a) thrust
convergence of the shroud; (b) Fenestronr CFT-CFP Polar; (c) Fenestronr CFT-Pitch
Polar; (d ) pressure coe©cient distribution on the shroud ¡ pitch +35◦ ; and (e) axial
velocity distributions in the vein plane 2 (left column) and plane 3 (right column)
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estimation. However, on the thrust polar (Fig. 11c), the third-order scheme of
Roe overestimates the thrust compared to experimental data. For high pitches,
a balance is established between the accuracy of the power estimation, which
needs a low dissipation from the numerical schemes, and the smoothing of the
§ow oscillations to reach the correct rate of thrust.
4.1.2 Local performance predictions
Figure 11d presents the coe©cient of pressure as a function of the vein distance
for a blade rotor pitch of +35◦ . On the collector area, the pressure distribution
is very sensitive to the numerical scheme. The JST scheme is in good agreement
with the experimental bench data while the third-order scheme overestimates the
static pressure coe©cient at this location in agreement with the polar results.
Through the blade zone (from B to C) and in the vicinity of the di¨usor, the
solution is not sensitive to the numerical scheme. Figure 11e (left column)
presents the axial velocity distribution on plane 2 for a blade rotor pitch of
+35◦, in the vein. The solution is not sensitive to the numerical schemes in the
linear zone and in the vicinity of the blade tip. Indeed, the overprediction of
the velocity de¦cit in the tip region should not be attributed to the grid/scheme
combination. Actually, most discrepancies are observed in the blade root region
as shown in Fig. 11e (right column) at plane 3.
A qualitative study of the blade tip region has been conducted for blade
rotor pitch +35◦ . The Q-criterion [24] is taken positive to point out the blade
tip vortices as illustrated in Fig. 12. Firstly, for the three schemes considered,
the blade tip roll-up has the same trend. A roll-up appears from the trailing edge
and is separated from the blade tip at the middle of the chord. Secondly, the
convection of the blade tip vortex is in§uenced by the order of the schemes. The
mechanism is related to the creation of a ¤mirror vortex¥ described by Cerra

Figure 12 Comparison of Q positive function on the blade tip for di¨erent numerical
schemes: (a) AUSMP 2nd order; (b) Jameson 2nd order; and (c) Roe 3rd order
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and Smith [25]. The wall (the shroud) induces the generation of a secondary
vortex, rotating in the opposite direction. The results suggest that the thirdorder scheme transports the tip vortex further downstream than the secondorder schemes. Therefore, the interaction between the blade vortex §ow and the
shroud is a¨ected by the numerical scheme. The third-order scheme preserves
the Q-criterion farther the blade tip than the second-order schemes.
4.2

In§uence of Turbulence Modeling

The turbulence modeling is a key issue in RANS-based simulations. Di¨erent
¦rst-order turbulence models are compared in this section: the one transport
equation model of SpalartAllmaras (SA) [26] is compared with the two transport equations model of kε (LaunderSharma (LS)) [27] and kω (Kok [18] and
Menter [28]) with SST correction. The SST correction proposed in [29] avoids
the delay in the prediction of adverse pressure gradient e¨ects. This correction
should thus be helpful for the §ow prediction at high pitch angles, for which the
adverse pressure gradient is more important. All simulations presented in this
section are performed on grid M1 with the second-order centered JST scheme.
Figure 13a shows the convergence of the numerical solution with the four turbulence models. The residual drops by 3 or 4 orders of magnitude.
4.2.1 Global performance prediction
Figure 13b presents the power estimation depending on the turbulence modeling.
In comparison with the experimental data, the thrust-power polars predicted by
the Menter and Kok models overestimate the thrust at a high blade pitch angle.
The SA model reveals to be extremely dissipative.
The thrust polar shown in Fig. 13c highlights two zones in comparison with
the measurements: the ¦rst zone which is linear and corresponds to low pitch
angles [−10◦ ; +35◦ ] and the second zone which corresponds to high pitch angles
[+35◦ ; +40◦ ]. In the linear zone, the two transport equation models (LS, Kok,
and Menter) overestimate the thrust predictions compared to the SA model.
The di¨erences increase at high blade rotor pitch. The LS model predicts
a region of stalled §ow earlier compared to other models.
4.2.2 Local performance predictions
An analysis of the local §ow is carried out on the blade rotor pitch angle of +35◦ .
Pressure coe©cient distributions at the shroud are presented on Fig. 13d. From
point A to point B, at the inlet lip, turbulence models have an important in§uence on the pressure peak predictions as shown in Table 2. The best agreement
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Figure 13 Numerical comparison of turbulence modeling for reference mesh: 1 ¡
SA; 2 ¡ kε LS; 3 ¡ kω Kok; 4 ¡ kω Menter; 5 ¡ experiments; (a) thrust
convergence of the shroud; (b) Fenestronr CFT-Pitch Polar; (c) Fenestronr CFTPitch Polar; (d ) pressure coe©cient distribution on the shroud ¡ pitch +35◦ ; and
(e) axial velocity distributions in the vein plane 2 (left column) and plane 3 (right
column)
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Table 2 Relative errors between turbulence models
and measurement for a blade rotor pitch angle of +35◦
in part A to B of the shroud
Error, %
−Cp

SA
14

kω Menter
2

kω Kok
6

kε LS
6

with measurements is observed with the kω model of Menter (error is 2% with
respect to the measurements).
A secondary increase of the coe©cient of pressure is observed with the LS
model, close to point B, which does not appear in measurements and with other
turbulence models. Figure 14 presents the axial velocity through the blade passage, from B to C for the LS and Kok models. For the LS model, a stall region
appears before the blade position which is correlated to the distribution of the
coe©cient of pressure. However, all turbulence models show an increase of the
pressure coe©cient between points B and C, related to the tip clearance vortex
which is observed in Fig. 14b.
Figure 13e (left column) shows the radial pro¦les of the normalized axial
velocity downstream the rotor (plane 2). The magnitude of the axial velocity is
overestimated by most of turbulence models (except the LS model) compared
to measurements, in the tip region (by about 20% with SA and kω models).

Figure 14 Axial velocity distribution for di¨erent turbulence modeling: (a) kε LS;
and (b) kω Kok
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This observation underlines the di©culty for ¦rst-order turbulence models to
accurately describe turbulence in the vicinity of the tip clearance. In the linear
zone, h/H = 0.05 to 0.9, all turbulence models predict the same trend. At the
blade root, kε and kω models are more in§uenced by the root leakage §ow than
other turbulence models. The SA predicts a higher level of turbulent kinetic
energy than other turbulence models, resulting in an increase of the turbulent
viscosity. This behavior limits the nonphysical root tip §ow, which helps to
match the measurements (however, not for the good reasons).
Figure 13e (right column) shows the radial pro¦les of axial velocity distribution in the di¨user (plane 3). The di¨erences between turbulence models
predictions are more important at this section than at plane 2. The main reason comes from the in§uence of the size of the stalled §ow that is predicted at
plane 2, which induces a redistribution of the axial velocity inside the vein. As
for the prediction of the §ow in the tip region at plane 2, it shows the di©culty
to accurately predict the §ow in such a con¦guration when separation occurs at
high blade pitches.
This section shows that the global performance of the Fenestronr is sensitive
to both numerical scheme and turbulence modeling. The power prediction is
more in§uenced by the numerical schemes while the thrust is more in§uenced by
the turbulence modeling. For local performance, the turbulence modeling is of
paramount importance in the vicinity of the blade tip clearance.

5

ANALYSIS OF THE FLOW
AT THE BLADE TIP REGION

In this section, the kω model of Kok and the second centered order scheme of
Jameson are used. The ¦nest grid M3 is chosen (23 · 106 cells) to conduct the
local §ow analysis in the vicinity of the blade. Most discrepancies between numerical predictions and measurements appear in the blade passage (from point B
to point C). In this region, two §ow mechanisms interact. First, the blade tip
vortex is generated by the tip clearance, close to the shroud. Then, the boundary
layer of the shroud interacts with this vortex, leading to the secondary §ow. This
shear §ow a¨ects the tip region performance by promoting a 3D separation [30].
Figure 15 presents a 3D view of the pressure coe©cient showing the e¨ect of the
blade tip vortex. The boundary layer of the shroud is sucked by the blade tip
vortex; therefore, a suction peak appears in the coe©cient of pressure (Fig. 16).
Such a suction peak has already been reported in [7]. In general, the 3D §ows
are known to be challenging both for experimental sensors and numerical simulations; so, it can explain, at least partially, the discrepancies between numerical
simulations and measurements. However, since this part of the shroud is parallel
to the streamwise §ow, it does not a¨ect the shroud thrust.
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Figure 15 Distribution of the coe©cient of pressure on the Fenestronr for grid M3 ¡
pitch +35◦

Figure 16 Distribution of the coe©cient of pressure on the shroud for several pitches
(curves refer to calculations and signs to experiments): 1 ¡ pitch 35◦ − eps; 2 ¡ 35◦ ;
and 3 ¡ pitch 35◦ + eps
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Figure 17 Turbulent kinetic energy along the blade tip clearance for the kω Kok
model: 1 ¡ zone 1; 2 ¡ zone 2; and 3 ¡ zone 3

In order to highlight the di©culty to simulate the §ow in the blade region,
two pitches around the blade pitch angle of +35◦ are studied. ¤eps¥ refers to
a small variation of a degree around the reference blade pitch angle of +35◦ .
Figure 16 presents the distribution of the pressure coe©cient for three di¨erent
pitches. The pressure coe©cient distribution is well captured at three pitch
angles compared to measurements. Thereafter, the behavior of the suction peak
in the blade region depends on the blade pitch angle. The higher the pitch angle,
the less the suction peak in the blade region. Moreover, the pressure coe©cient
before the blade passage and after the collector depends also on the blade pitch
angle.
Figure 17 presents the turbulent kinetic energy along the cylindrical part of
the shroud for the blade rotor pitch angle of +35◦ . Three zones are plotted;
zone 1 and zone 3 are extracted at 6% of blade chord before and after the
blade, respectively, and zone 2 is extracted at the middle of the blade position.
As expected, a peak of turbulent kinetic energy is observed at zone 2, which is
related to the tip clearance §ow. However, zone 1 reveals also a peak of turbulent
kinetic energy (upstream the blade passage) due to the shroud boundary layer.
Figure 18 shows the §ow ¦eld colored with the axial velocity for three blade
pitch angles in the cylindrical part. Correlated with the pressure coe©cient (see
Fig. 15), three zones are highlighted: (i) a large velocity area in the collector
region (which participated to the shroud thrust); (ii) a back§ow that develops
upstream the blade for blade pitch angle of +35◦ − eps and +35◦ ; and (iii) the
tip clearance §ow. The behavior of the back§ow zone is sensitive to the blade
pitch angle. Above a blade pitch angle of +35◦ , the axial velocity imposed by
the rotor becomes su©cient to delay the separation zone upstream the blade (see
Fig. 18c).
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Figure 18 Axial velocity in the vein for pitches +35◦ (a), +35◦ + eps (b), and
+35◦ − eps (c)

6

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An evaluation of the in§uence of several CFD numerical parameters has been
done to evaluate their in§uence on the aerodynamic performance and the local
§ow predictions of a Fenestronr con¦guration. Regarding the large variation of
the pitch angle in such a con¦guration, [−10◦; +40◦ ], the grid design remains
an issue. Two methods have been compared: a classical coincident approach
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and an overlapping approach (Chimera method). While the coincident method
avoids the use of interpolations between grids of di¨erent density, it reaches
quality limits for high pitch angles. An overdissipation is observed at such §ow
conditions due to the stretching of the mesh. In that regard, the use of the
Chimera approach helps to overcome this di©culty.
If a su©cient care is brought to the grid, most numerical parameters do not
in§uence the prediction of the Fenestronr performance until the blade pitch
+35◦. Beyond this pitch, discrepancies appeared. On the pressure distribution,
the prediction of the collector area is in§uenced by the grid re¦nement and
the numerical scheme. For high pitch angles, the turbulence modeling has also
a major e¨ect on the §ow prediction. This is related to the di©culty for a RANSbased approach to tackle with complex §ow phenomena such as boundary layers
separations.
Some discrepancies are observed between numerical predictions and measurements, especially in the vicinity of the tip region and at high pitch angles (where
§ow separations are observed). A dependence of the §ow solution to a small
variation of the blade pitch angle exists at such high blade pitches. A separated
zone upstream the blade is observed for blade pitch angle until +35◦ . Nevertheless, this work has shown that these errors cannot be attributed to the grid
quality or the numerical scheme. The choice for the turbulence model has a large
in§uence on the §ow prediction.
As a perspective to this work, unsteady RANS and LES will be carried out
on this con¦guration to better understand the role of §ow unsteadiness and
turbulence and to provide data about turbulence properties in the vicinity of the
tip clearance.
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